Evolve Scope D r yi n g C abi net
Storage Solutions for Healthcare

Designed to support a hospital’s efforts to decrease infection and improve patient safety
Effective endoscope drying is essential to the prevention of bacterial transmission and hospital-acquired infections.
Endoscope storage guidelines from leading organizations such as SGNA, AORN, and AAMI cite the importance of keeping
endoscope channels dry between reprocessing and use. Any presence of moisture can lead to microbial contamination.
Our scope cabinets provide ventilated, clean, cushioned, and dust-free environments for storing endoscopes, but our
Evolve scope drying cabinet includes an automated system that provides consistent and continuous delivery of HEPAfiltered, pressurized air into all endoscope channels to keep scopes dry and avoid reprocessing.
The easy-to-operate drying system features an automated, 10-minute drying cycle per scope and continuous venting
cycle for overnight storage. It has a self-adjusting, high-pressure regulation and automatic shut-off and offers a HEPAfiltered 99.97% retention rate of particles less than 0.3µm. The hands-free unit works with major endoscope brands.
The cabinet is constructed of proprietary AireCore, a durable, nonporous, and bacteria- and moisture-resistant material
that further supports a hospital’s infection prevention goals. AireCore also offers customization capabilities and design
flexibility. AireCore surface finishes include Glacier White, Brushed Aluminum, or specified laminate. Cabinets are also
available in stainless steel.

Vents circulate air
HEPA filter replacement indicator light

Adjustable single and double scope managers
adapt to different lengths of scopes

Visual display of purging times

Cabinets dry 5 to 15 scopes

Adjustable cord managers keep endoscopes organized,
secure, and elevated

Padded rear wall protects scope optics

Removable drip tray eases cleaning
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Prepare your endoscopy department now for future changes to compliance standards with a scalable solution that
addresses your department’s standards and budgets. Our scope drying unit can be ordered separately and fieldinstalled in a new or previously purchased Evolve scope cabinet with AireCore or stainless steel construction.
The drying system requires power input of 90-250 VAC and 50-60 Hz; maximum power output is 12 VDC, 7.5 amps,
and 90 watts. The cabinet includes a 6-foot power cord. Disposable connectors must be purchased separately.

Exterior (interior) dimensions:

Exterior (interior) dimensions:

26.75"w x 19.25"d x 92"h (25.25"w x 17"d x 86.5"h)

36"w x 19.25"d x 92"h (34.5"w x 17"d x 86.5"h)

92"h cabinet with 6"h toe kick is 94"h

92"h cabinet with 6"h toe kick is 94"h

Scope capacity:

Scope capacity:

Single scope manager holds 5 scopes

Single scope manager holds 8 scopes

Double scope manager holds 9 scopes

Double scope manager holds 15 scopes

83" maximum scope length

83" maximum scope length

Interior Configuration:

Interior Configuration:

AireCore:

AireCore:

SEA1927SGLSF, SEA1927SGRSF; 			
with double scope holder: SEA1927SGLDF, SEA1927SGRDF

SEA1936SGSF; with double scope holder: SEA1936SGDF
AireCore with Brushed Aluminum:

AireCore with Brushed Aluminum:

SEB1936SGSF; with double scope holder: SEB1936SGDF

SEB1927SGLSF, SEB1927SGRSF; 			
with double scope holder: SEB1927SGLDF, SEB1927SGRDF

Stainless Steel:
SES1936SGSF; with double scope holder: SES1936SGDF

Stainless Steel:
SES1927SGLSF, SES1927SGRSF; 			
with double scope holder: SES1927SGLDF, SES1927SGRDF

The cabinet is warranted for 5 years; the drying unit is warranted for 1 year.
UL recognized, CE marked, meets Medical Safety Standard 60601-1, 4th edition.
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Solaire Medical specializes in storage solutions for all areas of your

warranty is our promise to you that our products and service are

healthcare facilities. We offer the InnerSpace portfolio of products,

of the highest quality.

®

a cohesive system of carts, cabinets, and modular casework that
improves staff and facility efficiency and an organization’s bottom

The Quick family of open storage products have a one-year warranty.

line. Our InnerSpace portfolio is supplemented with the Quick line

Contact our service team with your requests or to connect with a

of open storage products.

sales representative. We’re here to help you specify the best storage

When you purchase InnerSpace by Solaire Medical products, you’re
buying products made in the U.S.A. and from a direct manufacturer
that delivers on-time and error-free. The portfolio’s five-year

products for your needs, whether a standard option or customized
solution. We offer complimentary storage analysis, design services,
CAD support, and logistics and installation assistance.
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